

    
        
            
                
                    
                         Fill out the form below and a member of our team will get in touch shortly!
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                        Become a Patriot Broadband Franchisee and Empower Your Community
                        Invest in the Solution with the only Rural Internet Franchise in the United States

                        Watch the Video
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                        Providing a Solution

                        Starting an Internet Service Provider (ISP) franchise with Patriot Broadband presents an                            opportunity to bring high-speed, reliable internet to rural areas in America, bridging the                            digital divide. This solution not only drives economic growth in these regions but also                            enhances the quality of life by providing access to digital services and opportunities.

                        	
                                        
                                        Recurring Revenue: The ISP business model guarantees recurring
		                                    revenue, as customers pay for their internet services monthly. This steady stream of
		                                    income offers financial stability and paves the way for predictable growth and
		                                    expansion.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Scalable into Multi-Territories: The Patriot Broadband franchise
		                                    model is designed for scalability. As a franchisee, you have the opportunity to
		                                    expand into multiple territories, reaching more underserved communities, amplifying
		                                    your impact and profitability.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Target Rich Environment: Patriot Broadband's focus on underserved
		                                    areas, which often lack competitive service options, provides a target-rich
		                                    environment. This lack of competition allows for easier market entry and higher
		                                    customer retention.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Only 1-2 Full-Time People: The business model requires only 1-2
		                                    full-time people to operate, reducing labor costs significantly. This lean operation
		                                    model also simplifies management and streamlines communication.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Outsource Installers: By outsourcing installation services, you
		                                    further reduce your operational complexity and overhead. This strategy ensures
		                                    high-quality, professional installation for your customers.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Marketing Support: Patriot Broadband provides its franchisees with
		                                    a Local Marketing Playbook, complete with physical marketing materials.
		                                    Additionally, we offer a comprehensive digital marketing strategy, including SEO,
		                                    reputation management, social media marketing, and location-specific landing pages.

                                    
	
                                        
                                        Economies of Scale: As a Patriot Broadband franchisee, you'll
		                                    benefit from economies of scale in various aspects of the business, including
		                                    network engineering, bandwidth rental, technician services, tower rentals, and
		                                    customer acquisition.

                                    


                        By becoming a Patriot Broadband franchisee, you become part of a solution-focused team, providing vital services to underserved communities. You'll not only have an opportunity to grow a profitable business but also make a real difference in people's lives.

                        
                            GET IN TOUCH NOW!                        
                    

                

                
					

					
                    
                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        MISSION STATEMENT

                        Our Mission is to bring reliable, fast, affordable, and secure internet connections to underserved rural communities.

                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        WHAT CAN PATRIOT BROADBAND DO FOR YOU?

                    

                

            

            

                                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Lifestyle

                                Patriot Broadband Franchisees can look forward to a great work and life balance. While we                            prefer that our partners live in the markets they will serve, the model lends itself to                            remote operation.

                            

                        

                                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Market Studies

                                Our team of telecommunication experts will help you define key market areas that are                            suitable for our mutual business goals. These market studies serve as the basis for defining                            your unique protected market area.

                            

                        

                                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Best in Class Technology

                                Franchisees are provided with the Sonar business management system, a top-of-the-line                            technology solution. Sonar streamlines various tasks such as billing, customer                            communication, network monitoring, and administration, making your operations more efficient

                            

                        

                                    

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        Powered by a Proven Success System
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                                    Patriot Survey Proprietary
Process                                
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                                    Tower Lease Relationships
and Buying Power                                
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                                    Volume Equipment
Purchasing                                
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                                    Preferred Contractor
Network                                
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                                    POS Training and
On Boarding                                
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                                    App Based Training
Platform                                
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                                    Onsite Training for
Your Team                                
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                                    Grand Opening Marketing
Support                                

                            

                        

                                    

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            SERVICES PROVIDED TO FRANCHISEES FROM OUR EXPERTS                        

                        We do the Heavy Lifting

                    

                

            

            
                
                    	
                                    
                                        Market Research Study

                                    
                                    
                                        Patriot Broadband conducts a thorough market research study which includes a		                                    competitive analysis to understand the competitive landscape in the target area. We		                                    perform a tower asset review to identify potential infrastructure for service		                                    delivery. High-level design helps in conceptualizing the network architecture, while		                                    population analysis enables the assessment of market demand. Furthermore, we assess		                                    the available technology options to identify the most efficient and effective		                                    methods to deliver services.

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Network Design and Equipment Engineering

                                    
                                    
                                        This involves a detailed Radio Frequency (RF) design which maps out how signals will                                    be transmitted and received. We provide an Equipment Bill of Materials that outlines                                    all the necessary equipment for the network. The IP Network Design ensures smooth                                    data communication, while the microwave/mmWave backhaul (with frequency coordination                                    if needed) enables long-distance data transmission. Fiber feasibility is assessed                                    for potential high-speed connectivity, and a comprehensive Scope of Work is created                                    for the construction phase.

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Lease Management and Permitting

                                    
                                    
                                        This stage involves the application for tower space and configuring the equipment on                                    the tower. Patriot Broadband also negotiates leases and conducts a legal review to                                    ensure all agreements are beneficial and lawful. They carry out a Constructability                                    Document (CD) Review to ensure the proposed project can be practically built and                                    manage the process of obtaining the necessary permits for construction and                                    operation.

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Equipment Staging and Configuration

                                    
                                    
                                        This involves procuring and managing logistics for all the necessary equipment.                                    Installation and configuration of equipment in the cabinet include routers,                                    switches, Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS), converters, distribution panels,                                    batteries, servers, outlets, cable glands, etc., to ensure a functional and                                    efficient network.

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Network Integration and Commissioning

                                    
                                    
                                        Once the equipment is installed and configured, Patriot Broadband integrates the                                    components to form a cohesive network, a process known as network turn up. We then                                    conduct extensive testing and verification to ensure the network operates as                                    expected. Optimization improves performance, while failover testing ensures network                                    resilience. Fiber turn up, if applicable, verifies the functionality of fiber                                    connections. We also verify construction efficacy to ensure everything was built to                                    specification.

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Technical Training and Market Documentation

                                    
                                    
                                        Patriot Broadband provides franchisees with technical training covering areas such                                    as Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) Installation, WiFi router configuration, and                                    remote monitoring. This ensures the franchisee`s team can handle day-to-day                                    technical operations. We also provide a network diagram that visualizes the network                                    structure, a closeout package for sites, and installation documentation to serve as                                    a reference guide.
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                        HIGHLIGHTS

                        We use a hybrid of fixed wireless and hard wired solutions to bring better speeds, better                            prices, and more flexible contract terms to:

                        	
                                        Recession resistant business                                    
	
                                        Huge demand for the offering                                    
	
                                        Comprehensive support during the full business life cycle                                    
	
                                        Assistance with defining protected territory                                    
	
                                        Flexible lifestyle                                    
	
                                        Low overhead                                    
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                        SERVICE OFFERINGS

                        We use a hybrid of fixed wireless and hard wired solutions to bring better speeds, better                            prices, and more flexible contract terms to:

                        	
                                        Single Family Homes                                    
	
                                        Multi Dwelling Units                                    
	
                                        HOAs                                    
	
                                        Trailer Parks                                    
	
                                        Schools                                    
	
                                        Businesses ... and more                                    
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                            4 Sessions
                            Remote Training for your Team

                        

                        	
                                         Operations                                    
	
                                         Staffing/HR                                    
	
                                         Sales/Marketing                                    
	
                                         Financial Modeling                                    
	
                                         Patriot customized POS training                                    


                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            2 Days in Field
                            Onsite Training

                        

                        	
                                         Operations                                    
	
                                         Staffing/HR                                    
	
                                         Sales/Marketing                                    
	
                                         Financial Modeling                                    
	
                                         Patriot customized POS training                                    


                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            2-3 Days
                            Grand Opening Support

                        

                        	
                                         Local Community Outreach & Marketing                                    
	
                                         Scheduling                                    
	
                                         Sales & Support Procedures                                    
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                                info@patriotbroadband.com
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